Digital Image Processing is a course taught in a wide variety of educational programs. Due to its visual nature, the usage of modern technology such as projectors is virtually mandatory. In this paper the benefits of using Computer Algebra Software in the classroom are studied. More specifically Wolfram Mathematica is used as a replacement of traditional Powerpoint presentations, as it contains slideshow functionality, and its Dynamic[] functionality enables for quick creation of applets.
Introduction
Digital Image Processing (DIP) is a course that is taught in many programs of amongst others Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering and Biomedical Engineering. The course deals with the analysis and processing of digital images. As a course dealing with image data, it is a very visual subject making the usage of slide-based presentations practically mandatory. Traditionally, slideshow programs such as Microsoft Powerpoint are used for this purpose.
Furthermore, to reinforce student learning, the course is often taught in combination with laboratory skill classes, in which students are challenged to solve various challenging image processing problems. A large variety of programming languages have been used to teach image processing, including Matlab [1] , C++ [2] and Java [3] . A clear disadvantage of this setup is that the presentations and the programming language are separated, and code cannot be run in the slide show software and vice versa.
Material and Methods
Mathematica (Wolfram Research, Champaign, Illinois, USA), is an innovative numeric and symbolic computing environment initially developed for the study of automatons. In recent years, it has become the leading computer system in many areas of engineering, hosting an extensive library of algorithms for all types of engineering problems. Mathematica has been used in a host of different disciplines, such as Mathematics [4] , Physics [5] and economics [6] , but mostly as a tool during exercise classes. . The software Mathematica consists of two parts, the kernel which is responsible for doing all the calculations and the FrontEnd, responsible for displaying the results in an understandable fashion (See Figure 1) . The FrontEnd enables the user to write code similar to how one would write it on paper, and the extensive typesetting engine makes it suitable for writing professional mathematical documents. In fact, the book [7] is fully written in Mathematica and shows the code and text side-by-side.
Since Mathematica 6.0 was released in 2007, the Dynamic[] functionality was added which enables users to write complicated applets in only few lines of code, letting the user freely explore the influence of parameters on functions. In Figure 1 , an example is given where the frequency of a Sinc function can be varied. A perhaps lesser known function of the FrontEnd is the possibility to make and display slide shows. In combinations with the applets created using Dynamic[], a very interactive experience is created, enabling teachers to explain complicated theories and mathematical equations relatively effortless. Moreover, as the presentations are written in the same (programming) language as the exercises, no mismatch exists, and learned skills and theory can directly be applied. Thousands of useful examples with source code are available from the Demonstrations website of Wolfram [8].
Experiments and Results
To demonstrate the use of Mathematica in teaching the course of Digital Image Processing, two examples are given. Both examples come from a course as taught over the past four years by the first author.
Example 1: Affine Transforms
Affine transforms are transforms that can be applied to images that will preserve straight lines and ratios of distances between two points lying on a straight line. For this purpose a 2D coordinate is represented as a 3-tuple, by appending the value 1 to the end. A rotation over in point , can now be calculated by simple matrix multiplication. First, the point is translated to the origin after which the rotation over is performed, and the whole figure is moved back again. The whole process for coordinate can now be expressed as the concatenation of two translation and one rotation operation [1] : (1) Where and are the translation and rotation transform matrices respectively. In Appendix A, the code for performing the transforms are given, and in Figure 2 , a small applet is shown in which the student can alter the parameters of the transform and thus studying the effect of each. 
Example 2: Fourier Descriptors
The second example demonstrates the filtering of shapes using Fourier Descriptors. Fourier Descriptors can be used to describe the edge of object in an image [1] . Similar to the traditional Fourier Transform, the edge is decomposed into its constituent frequencies. As noise on the edge of an object typically can be represented as the high frequency Fourier Descriptors, smoothing the edge can be done by removing these high frequency descriptors (see Figure 3) . Fourier Descriptors are calculated by first sampling the edge of an object equidistantly, resulting into the functions and , representing the x and y coordinates respectively. The two functions can be combined into one complex function according to . The Fourier Descriptors are now retrieved by calculating the Fourier Transform of function 
Discussion
As shown in this paper, Mathematica can serve as an excellent teaching tool. With new features such as slideshows and Dynamic[], it becomes easy to create instructive educational presentations with only little effort. When adapting Mathematica as a teaching tool, however, several points should be kept in mind. First of all, as the language Mathematica uses a functional programming paradigm, the learning curve may be a bit steep. Moreover, in some countries the software has gone somewhat unnoticed by the scientific community, leading to limited code reuse. Fortunately, code in Mathematica is easy to write, and as compared to other programming languages only requires few lines to do complicated actions, speeding up substantially the design process by the students.
Conclusion
In this paper we have demonstrated the use of modern Computer Algebra Systems in the context of teaching Digital Image Processing. The powerful Dynamic[] functionality of Mathematica enables the user to quickly create complicated applets with only the minimum of code, thus making difficult concepts accessible for students to play with. For a large database of demonstrations, the reader is referred to [8].
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Appendix A: Source Code
Below, the code for performing and displaying Affine Transforms is displayed. The function GridPoints is used to create a grid of nx by ny points:
Grids can be displayed using ShowGrid:
The function Transform applies transform T to grid cl:
Finally, the function MyRotationInPTransform can rotate a grid over angle θ centered in x and y.
Next is the Mathematica code for filtering the edges of shapes using Fourier Shape Descriptors. The inputs to the function are pnts which contain the edgepoints of the figure, and n, the number of points that are to be used during the reconstruction of the shape filtered image.
